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(name of federal candidate or authorized committee) hereby certify that the programming
to be broadcast (in whole or in part) pursuant to this agreement:

o does ~ does not

refer to an opposing candidate (check applicable box). I further certify that for the
programming that does refer to an opposing candidate:

(check applicable box)

$" the programming contains a personal audio statement by the candidate that
identifies the candidate, the office being sought, and that the candidate has
approved the broadcast.

o the programming contains a clearly identifiable photograph or similar
image of the candidate for a duration of at least four seconds, and a simultaneously
displayed printed statement identifying the candidate, that the candidate approved
the broadcast, and that the candidate and/or the candidate's authorized committee
paid for the broadcast,

inted name
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date
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(check applicable box)

D FEDERAL CANDIDATE 121 STATEILOCAL CANDIDATE

Station and Location:'~E?-1'-(\

Date:

I, \L Ct ~eov LIeu;) C2 r

being/on behalf6£: J.J"" ,r} q CI ~7 -fr-'-'Ccv"""-'Y"-'----'-",_k_'1.-'---'-t -'-1 , a legally

qualified candidate of the &< bll ~ J t'- t.-V\ political, ~~~---------------
party for the office of: ·Uq;l/!l 3 C-l~,""",P1l-L.v-=l~~0.~I+I _

in the fr I ~ ~/'7
election to be held on: --7~~~~~=-~~~~~--------------
do hereby request station time as follows:

Broad cast Time of Day,
Length Rotation or Days Class Times per Number

Package Week of Weeks
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